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摘  要 
 I 












































Gold nanoparticles are particularly important because of their stability and 
fascinating optical properties can be tuned through control over particles size, shape, 
composition and morphology. It is believed that large-scale size- and shape-controlled 
metal nanoparicles will be conveniently produced through further optimization of 
these synthetic processes and expected to find intriguing applications in field such as 
catalysis, biosensor, recording media, and optics.  
The main goal of the present work is to develop a simple and effective 
hydrothermal method and a liquid phase reduction to synthesize gold nanparticles 
with controllable size and shape. The synthesis was realized by the reduction of 
HAuCl4 with Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) as both the reducer and capping agent .Our 
research also described a simple one-pot approach for the synthesis of nanostructured 
Au particles with litchi like morphology. Without any extra control, seed, surfactant. 
The litchi- like gold nanostructures were obtained by the simple mixing of an aqueous 
solution of cystamine hydrochloride and HAuCl4 at room temperature. Their 
morphology, size, structure and optical properties were characterized systemically by 
TEM, HRTEM, SEM, XRD, SAED, EDS and UV-vis spectroscopy. The growth 
mechanism of the gold nanoparticles with different shapes was discussed. The major 
results of the thesis are outlined as follows: 
1. High yield, well-defined gold nanocrystals with shape of icosahedron were 
synthesized by the rapid reduction of gold precursors with PAA under 
hydrothermal condition. The gold nanocrystals with various shapes have 
been obtained by changing the concentration of HAuCl4 and PAA, the 
reaction time and the other experiment parameters. The growth of icosahedra 
could be induced and maintained through interplay of following processes: 
the multiple twinned seeds were generated; shape and size focused by 
Ostwald ripening. 
2. The concept of shape-controlled synthesis is discussed by investigating the 















polymer-mediated liquid phase process. The gold nanocrystals with various 
shapes have been obtained by changing the concentration of HAuCl4 and 
PAA, the reaction time and the other experiment parameters.  
3. Our research also described a simple one-pot approach for the synthesis of 
nanostructured Au particles with litchi like morphology, without any extra 
control, seed and surfactant. The “litchi- like” gold nanostructures were 
obtained by the simple mixing of anaqueous solution of cystamine 
hydrochloride and HAuCl4 at room temperature. In addition, we tentatively 
speculated the reaction mechanism: the nanostructure seems to grow by a 
process involving rapid reduction and absorption. 
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属 Fe、Co、Ni及其合金为催化剂，以低碳烃化合物为碳源，以氢气为载气，在 873 



































































































































































了 SPR 峰的改变。当颗粒尺寸增大时，SPR 峰红移，峰宽增大，这种效应被称为外
部尺寸效应。类似的不均匀的电荷极化会随着颗粒形状的改变发生重大变化，比如
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